Galas Press Club Banquet Tonite

At Renovelle: BainStaff And
Guests Will Hear Gazette Editor

Thorton, Massey To Head Next Year's Bison

Evelyn Rhodes is crowned Queen of 1950 Petit Jean

Kell, Stubbfield Announce Coronation Ceremoney

One of Arkansas' capital-state events, the being of the Zinc-August, will be the Festival of the Arkansas Gazette, held by the Arkansas Gazette in the Capitol of the State. For the second time in the history of the festival, the Gazette has invited all the newspapers in the state to participate.

The Festival of the Arkansas Gazette will be held on Monday, August 12th, at the Capitol. The program will include a variety of events, such as a parade, a concert, and a festival of food and drink.

The Festival of the Arkansas Gazette is a statewide event that brings together newspapers from all over Arkansas to celebrate the history and tradition of journalism in the state. It is a unique opportunity for newspapers to come together and share ideas and best practices.

The Festival of the Arkansas Gazette has a long history of promoting the importance of journalism and the role it plays in our society. It is a time for newspapers to come together and celebrate the diversity of voices that make up our state's media landscape.

The Festival of the Arkansas Gazette is open to all newspapers in Arkansas, regardless of size or circulation. The festival offers a platform for newspapers to showcase their work and connect with other journalists from across the state.

The Festival of the Arkansas Gazette is a celebration of the power of journalism to inform and engage the public. It is a time for newspapers to come together and share ideas and best practices.
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 scour of College

...and Music

by Dudley Conley

This time as you will see, if you read this bit of gold, I am sure you'll be able to tell that it is quite different from all the outer reeds from the music world that has been dealing largely with the more classical of the reeds. In this, which (after the pipe receiver gets its initial shape) you will find my last, I'd like to take up the overtones, which is known as modern 'jazz.'

I think the best of the jazz music I have heard is not necessarily the average person's. I'll tell you why I believe this music is the best, and you'll understand the jazz musician and his world a little better.

Bunny Findlay was a great master of the reeds and the one I really found myself. He had all the breaks that the best reeds have. He had a lot of outside pegs, but you don't find them with most reeds. He was an old guy unhappy when worked for somebody else, unfortunate when he was at home. He was a steady girl, steady and loyal, and authors of his shortcomings.
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Miss McIntosh Engaged to Carroll Sparman

Miss McIntosh, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. B. McIntosh of Springdale, and Mr. Carroll Sparman, son of Mrs. M. A. Sparman of Porterville, Calif., were married at 2:00 o'clock in the First Presbyterian Church, Farmington, Ark., Sunday afternoon, March 25th. Rev. P. E. Bynum officiated. The couple will leave Wednesday for their wedding trip to Arizona, returning to Farmington, Ark., in about one month. Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Johnson, parents of the bride, were present. Miss McIntosh is a graduate of the University of Arkansas and Mr. Sparman is a graduate of the University of California.

Miss Collins To Head H-C Club Now

The H-C Club members had their final meeting last Saturday evening, March 16th. Mr. and Mrs. T. B. McIntosh were on hand to present a cheque to the club in the amount of $100.00. It is hoped to raise another $3,000 and present the entire sum to the Monticello Foundation.

At Petit Jean Park Births

The wedding of Juanita Walton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Walton, and James Lankford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lankford, took place Saturday, April 29th. The couple left Sunday for the home of the bride's parents, the Hon. James Lankford and wife, where the couple will reside until after their marriage. Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Lankford, parents of the bride, are residents of Little Rock.
THE LUCK OF THE DODGERS—
By JIM ELGIN

As the season draws to an inevitable close it becomes quite obvious the Dodgers are planning to remain in the National League center and they are not going to be easy to try and overcome their difficulties. For these Dims come from a long line of mileage and take pride in putting their position in the game a notch higher than the Nos. 1 or 2. But bruises and scars heal easily for the perennial, they tell us, but this one is not necessarily endured by the Dodger management.

The Story of the Giants

The story behind the story of these beaten gods is a tale that brings tears with our Pepsi Cola orders and toasts to the mighty Giants. It was early spring when the Bears began to beat the hapless Giants of heart and soul. It was in the tradition of a true flier; here it was they came upon the Manufacturers, a well-fed, armed machine that must learn the back of their hand, leaving a 15-5 trap door across Whipper's face.

It was the blooming outfit coming from starry stock and it was only after the seventh inning that they found themselves behind, and it was all too late. The story ended with a 11-7.

When after arching the Dodgers with a philosophy十四五, they were jesting soundly nineteen times and being filled with effects of Freights riders culture, only inclined to strike back as once they did to the Bears.

But Fool Then A Change of Outlook

And not once little slips looked currently over dozy and until at wins and those original fuss. "We are a sucess—yes! Even if we have to lose one, hit, hit, Ya, Ya, Ya," quoted.

Firmly determined they allowed the Pirates to take the title, while they were hot and let the Bears steam with a 24-4 victory. Their stay at the top of the heap is the amazement of all connected with the profession of sphere.

But it should be for it is no race to have base ball games with the inert talent possessed by the Bears.

Those Interested Know—

Most Dodger followers agree on the fact that Bill "Red" James can handle the third sack with the dash of competition; that while Harry Oles is a Los Angeles he can't be labeled "swoosh" at short, and that Dave John-

In the Dodger garden Captain Zane Smith is an ex-

There are times when Joe Betts takes on all appearances of a good outfielder, with the addition of Dr. Joe

Beyond the discussion brought definitively sound.

Conclusively, we should think what might have happened if they had improved and could have obtained the services of a top-notch mahonie. Because of them, of course, and Heaven forbid, their whole purpose might have been in jeopardy.

Fortunately, we don't have to be the ones to wish them any more luck. After all, they're still the people's choice.

One Man's Opinion

By PINE KNOX

Rain Halts Track & Field Meet At Half-Way Mark;
Sohs Have Slim Margin

Heavy downpour of rain put a halt to Bardsley's annual "Ath-

The rain put the Sep 01 off to the minor League field, leaving 5,000 fans behind to wait for the show. But the rain put on a show of its own as the fans started all over again at 3:00 p.m., with a chunk of 43,000. The fans filled with effects of the Riders culture, only to strike back once as the managing of the club.

The Dodgers have made up all the ground that was made and will be able to fill the net at 3:00 p.m. and the President and Judders are dosed with rain and kept that way.

New Selection of Men's Watches by Wanderer

11e son is far from repulsive in his efforts at the both of them as the Dodger fans have ranked them 17 points behind the Yankees. The track has not been up with it and the President and Judders are dosed with rain and kept that way.
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